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SSS 17-18
195 responses

a)Please con�rm this is the �rst and only time you answer this survey.
195 responses

b)Your age
195 responses

c)Name of your College
195 responses

d)Gender
195 responses

e)What degree program are you pursuing now?
195 responses

f) What subject area are you currently pursuing?
195 responses

1. How much of the syllabus was covered in the class?
195 responses
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No

97.9%
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3 (1.5%)3 (1.5%)3 (1.5%)3 (1.5%)

19 (9.7%)19 (9.7%)19 (9.7%)19 (9.7%)

84 (43.1%)84 (43.1%)84 (43.1%)84 (43.1%)

38 (19.5%)38 (19.5%)38 (19.5%)38 (19.5%)
31 (15.9%)31 (15.9%)31 (15.9%)31 (15.9%)

11 (5.6%)11 (5.6%)11 (5.6%)11 (5.6%)
3 (1.5%)3 (1.5%)3 (1.5%)3 (1.5%)1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%) 2 (1%)2 (1%)2 (1%)2 (1%)1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)

Deva Matha College
Kuravilangad
Others

10.3%

89.7%

Female
Male
Transgender27.2%

72.8%

Bachelor's
Master's
M.Phil
Ph.D
CMA
JRF coaching
B ed
Nil

1/3

51.3%

42.1%

Arts
Commerce
Science
Professional
Literature
Social work
Nil
Job

1/2

55.4%

25.6%

85 to 100%
70 to 84%
55 to 69%
30 to 54%
Below 30%

14.9%

82.1%
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2.How well did the teachers prepare for the classes?
195 responses

3.How well were the teachers able to communicate?
194 responses

4. The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as
195 responses

5. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers.
195 responses

6. Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?
195 responses

7. The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, student
exchange, �eld visit opportunities for students.
195 responses

8. The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates
you in cognitive, social and emotional growth.
195 responses

9. The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow.
195 responses

Thoroughly
Satisfactorily
Poorly
Indifferently
Wont teach at all

42.1%

56.9%

Always effective
Sometimes effective
Just Satisfactorily
Generally ineffective
Very poor communication

19.6%

73.7%

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor

8.2%

45.6%

44.1%

Always fair
Usually Fair
Sometimes unfair
Usually unfair
Unfair

42.1%

50.8%

Everytime
Usually
Ocassionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

14.9%

45.1%

33.8%

Regularly
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

12.3%

19.5%

30.8%

32.8%

Sinificantly
Very well
Moderately
Marginally
Not at all

22.1%

41.5%

33.3%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

16.4%
50.3%

31.3%
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10. Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course
outcomes and programme outcomes.
195 responses

11. Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to
you.
195 responses

12.The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and
applications.
195 responses

13.The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with
providing right level of challenges.
195 responses

14. Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to
overcome them.
195 responses

15. The institution makes effort to engage students in the monitoring,
review and continuous quality improvement of the teaching learning
process.
195 responses

16. The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as
experiential learning, participative learning and problem solving
methodologies for enhancing learning experiences.
195 responses

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/ Sometimes
Rarely
Never

40%

45.1%

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/ Sometimes
Rarely
Never

46.2%

39.5%

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/ Sometimes
Rarely
Never

34.9%

55.9%

Fully
Reasonably
Partially
Slightly
Unable to

36.9%

45.6%

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/ Sometimes
Rarely
Never

11.8%37.9%

43.1%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

16.4%

49.7%

29.7%

To a great extend
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

9.2%50.3%

34.4%
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17. Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities.
195 responses

18. Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills,
life skills and employability skills to make you ready for the world of
work.
193 responses

19. What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector,
Multimedia, etc. while teaching.
195 responses

20.The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is
very good.
195 responses

21. Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall
teaching – learning experience in your institution.(In short sentences)
195 responses

Good

Nothing

Pathetic

Keep giving more for practice

Promote ICT tools in teching

1. Little more practical application of concepts is required.  
2. Little time should be given for extra activities everyday if possible even though it is very hard to
implement.

Try to be more active towards student exachange,�eld visits etc.encourage students to participate in
extracurricular activities besides academics.

Satisfactory

It is very nice.teachers were really a backbone to us..

1. Improve communications with students. 2. Don't stress 3. Cover all portions

Avoid partiality among students

Be more student friendly 
Encourage extra curricular activities 

Excellent Teaching 
Providing Good Facilities

1. Hostel facilities can be improved 
2. Teachers could support students by knowing their family backgrounds 
3. library books seems insu�cient sometimes

Encourage those students who are interested in extra curricular

It will be better if there is a friendly interaction with students and teachers. ...

1) Improve teaching methodologies with the help of presentations and other technical aspects. 
2) Create a friendly environment between teachers and students through regular interactions with
students. 
3) Establish a system to regularly check and monitor problems faced by students like counseling etc..

1.Avoid giving more priority to rote learning method. 
2.Make learning more attractive. 
3.Give more practical knowledge than theoretical knowledge given in textbooks. 

It can be improved

Awareness about competitive exams

Should focus more upon constructive teaching method..... Learning should be more towards the creative
areas, rather than the text itself.... Student ideas should be promoted and respected as well.  
Totally discourage the direct method of teaching.. Exploitation of functional notional apporach must be
done so that, students will construct themselves inorder to face situations in any enviroment and at any
context.

Can include practical knowledge with theories

No suggestion..... College is as good as it is

To know individual differences. 
To give guidance and counseling. 

Teachers should try to cover whole syllabus within the given time, they should use more ICT tools and
should try to �nd out the hidden talents in their students.

Improve better interaction with students  
Stop partiality towards students  
Develop a better environment

Know the name of every student

The use of ICT

Nothing.

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

22.1%

41.5%

30.8%

To a great extend
Moderate
Somewhat
Very Little
Not at all

13%
47.2%

33.7%

Above 90%
70-89%
50-69%
30-49%
Below 29%

9.2%

9.7%
18.5%

34.4%

28.2%

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

40.5%

52.8%
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Teachers identity all students, and there problems,avoid vilents teachers encourage students ability

Deep communication to be need

The institution gives opportunity to extra curricular activities.

College bus,

Improve Teachers encourage partcpating extra curicular activitise in students ....

Improve teaching learning process 
More teacher student interaction should be there 
Using ICT facilities in classroom

NIL

*Lab facilities 
*Application level explanations 
*Ensure the quality of communication skills of guest professors

1. Give short notes ( necessary points ) about topics. 2.Include more examples,discussions and activities
to think and suggest new ideas.Identify student's strong and weak points including caricular and extra
caricular activities and encourage it.

Self study practice should be introduced. 
Coaching for competitive exams should be given. 
More practical and application level pattern of exams should be conducted.

It will be more useful to give time to make notes from librarary and to use full outcome of it, since sylabus
is very tight it is little di�cult. But if the class starts early and giving time to visit library to make utilize it
fully in the evening

Nothing

It's actually quite good

N.A

More over teachings students the theories in books make them to be a human who can see everyone in
equality and compassion without caste , colour or creed

Use ICT enabled classes. 
Friendly approach. 
Learner centered teaching

Students should take seminar presentations in every semester

I prefer practical way of learning rather than theoretical classes. I didn't �nd this happening here in
Devamatha College.

Our college is best in all aspects

Regular examinations, making Revisions, giving notes

e- learning and smart technical facilities

Seminars

Very good work

Should include some programs to encourage soft skills of students

Become more friendly

Gud communication through class 

not hav enough time..

College laibrary facilities are very poor.Ensure silence in college library.provide e�cient staff in
laibrary..Poor extra curricular activities.excellent teachers.

Include more ict based lessons

Good teaching 
Encouraging our strength 

More interactive sessions,more refrence text books and more problem solving

Encourage extra-curricular activities. Improve software skills in Statistics.

1. Methods can be more technical

Interactive class sections.Digital library.More motivational classes.

Allow the students for internships

I don't have any suggestions because I loved the teaching at Deva Matha college..

Extra curricular activities can be encouraged. 
Students must do seminars. 

To conduct seminar

Conduct more seminars and projects. Make the students to take classes. Virtual classes are needed for
certain subjects for easy learning.

1.Very much satis�ed in the teaching effort of my teachers  
2.Prefer early special classes & Study leaves must me provided su�cently before exams 
3.co-carricular activities must be supported more. 

1) a free hour once in a week 
2) bus stop infront of college 

Promote more extra curricular activities.

Use ICT tools to improve the studies

Teachers must use off book tools to convey different subjects. More interactive section is preferred.

Nothing to say....

Efforts to develop soft skills

1) Include more department activities  

Satisfactory teaching and very good learning atmosphere.

Use ICT tools for effective learning

Hai, How are you 

Don't show partiality for providing ce marks. Try to uplift the needy not to the best one. Please be genuine
to all students .

Use ICT, encourage extracurricular activities, keep good student- teachr relationship

There should be more efforts from the institution towards soft skill development areas. There should be a
better place for extra curricular activities , even though the schedule is tight. Apart form academic
activities they should offer personality development and carrier guidance classes too. It is mandatory for
a competing world.

Do support students in extra curricular activities along with studies

I'm satis�ed with the teaching- learning process

*Classes can be more interactive.  
*Give more ideas and informations for future studies.  
*Can be motivative and give opportunities to improve their personal skills not only academics.  

1.It would be nice if teachers would ask the students why they have been falling behind in their
performance in exams. 
2. We know some teachers complete their portions last and too fast because they had been responsible
for extra curricular activities of the students, but it would be nice if they completed the portions �rst(it's
ok even if they took it too fast) so that if students have any doubts they can clear them by the time exams
near.

Learning process should be student centric. 

Teachers should be aware about subject oriented extra curicular worshops, internship programmes and
share with students whip help to improve subject knowledge.  
Teachers should be aware abotu various scholarship schemes of subject. Teachwrs should make yse of
internet for subject interactions.

To encourage students to participate in extracurricular activities

Need more co curricular activities

Need for improvement in water facility,

Institute must give importance to co- curricular activities

Include more examples while teaching 
Basic facilities should be improved 
Give importanc to practical

Improve more practical programs, improve availability of books in library.

Co curricular activities support more

Encourage every student 

Overall teaching &learning process is good.... But the college is very very very poor in encouraging
extracurricular activities such as Arts & Sports .The one and only drawback of devamatha

Nothing to say. As a degree student, I am satis�ed with the atmosphere of Deva Matha.

More problems should be discussed in the classroom. 

Need regular test papers

OTHER (88)
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